the water wellness

experience

POOLBIKE was born with the idea of becoming the best manufacturer of
aquatic ftness machines. Thanks to a committed team we achieved our
challenges; we have the most advanced range of machines.
We are present in the fve continents and our goal is to keep improving to
consolidate our business and tobe a benchmark company in the sector.
We work closely with doctors, physical therapists, sports men and
professionals; and thanks to them we develop the best biomechanics
applied to water characteristicsand weget the best results in
rehabilitation and sports enhancement.
POOLBIKE has three divisions: Fitness, Hotels and
Rehabilitation. We specifcally design each machine for each
sector. The result is a suitable range for each customer:
ftness centers, rehabilitation centers, hotels and SPA.
Our commitment with the society encourages
us to work for the people’s well-being.
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Designed and manufactured
in Barcelona

The brand that covers the product range with

Our origins are in Barcelona, Mediterranean city

out with these products.

F.P.R. and the water Fitness activities carried

known worldwide for our entrepreneurial spirit,

From our beginnings just build bikes designed

a city linked to the sea, sport and industrial

and tested for heavy use, our customers are

design, on this basis we manufacture our bikes

demanding quality and value; this is our only way,

entirely in Barcelona, quality made in Barcelona

making the best water bike in the sector.
AISI 316L stainless steel sealed and shielded

POOLBIKING version, high intensity and high caloric

steel bearings, CE certifed origin, entirely

exercise, suitable for people used to physical

manufactured in Barcelona, modular design

exercise.

shared by all models to unify spare parts

It is a new concept of POOLBIKING sessions adapted
to the needs of the resort hotels where customers
are looking for sports, entertainment and relaxation in
an environment of sun and water, these sessions are
adapted to the autochthonous music of the area and
customers are usually people any age and in many
cases families.

The brand that includes the use of the treadmill in
the water and the aquatic activity performed with
the machine.

Aquatic gym that combines at least the use of
three POOLBIKING machines. Get PREMIUM
results at a LOW COST.

Comfort pool

Poolbiking pedal

Class VI 6.6.1 ISO
10993-5/10/11

COMFORT POOL is a design protocol based on

Made in France

ergonomics, biomechanics and ease of use. This
protocol has been designed by a medical team, a sports
team and the design department of POOLBIKE.
We take special attention to those parts of the product
that are in contact with the user, such as the pedals,
the saddle, the structure and the closures. We follow User Centered Design criteria. Taking
into account these parts it’s very important to us because they are the keys of our product’s
success.
All POOLTREKKING and POOLBIKING machines are perfectly adapted to any user regardless
of their physical condition, their body structure and age

Perfect Geometry
Machines carried out under the system
PERFECT GEOMETRY get an optimal
biomechanical regardless the height of the
person.
Its design is based on a map of movement
‘points for 6 different heights of users:
1.50, 1.60, 1.70, 1.80, 1.90 and 2.00
meters, obtaining the perfect bike.
The incline of the seat, handlebars and
pedalier match up with the standard sizes
in a conventional bike. In this way, not only eliminate we unnecessary regulation
systems, but we avoid that the customer adjusts this fittings in a wrong way, causing
an inadequate posture with risk of injures.

Pedal tested
biologically

POOLBIKING patented pedals are the result of a full
research project to provide the best pedal of market.
Buoyancy system to hold the pedals horizontally in the
water.
Soft base for user comfort.
Hydrodynamic progressively according to the pedaling
speed.
Built in technopolymer for medical, antiallergic and
antibacterial use.
Granular base improves lymphatic drainage.

ONE PLUS
Horizontal
adjustment
saddle

Poolbiking ONE/ONE PLUS

Poolbiking Evolution

ONE Professional’s basic model of our range
of equipment. Best quality-price relationship.
Stand up its elegant design and ease of use. We
incorporate F.P.R. (Full progressive Resistance).
POOLBIKING has been chosen by many
professionals from diﬀerent sectors: ftness
centers, rehabilitation centers, hotels and resorts,
wellness centers, clubs for post-recovery or posttraumatic programs under the supervision of a
specialized medical team.

A medical team has developed
POOLBIKING EVOLUTION under the
strictest biomechanical premises to
become the frst reference in aquatic
rehabilitation equipment.
Same qualities as model VERACRUZ
adding seat horizontal regulation very
useful in medical rehab and conditioning

ONE PLUS Same qualities as model ONE but it
adds seat horizontal regulation. It is very useful on
back pain, rehabilitation exercises and pregnant
woman.
POOLBIKING ONE

Design, comfort and performance made in
Barcelona. Wellness into the water!

Large diameter silenblocks made of polymer, resistant
to all kinds of chemicals and memory eﬀect. Its base of
65 mm. Guarantees the stability of the bike

Poolbiking Veracruz

Poolbiking Berlin

POOLBIKING VERACRUZ is an excellent tool for
cardiovascular exercise; joints do not receive
any pressure, which avoids injuries. The calories
consumption is higher than 500 kcal/h. The continuous
resistance of the water increases the muscular work.

Perfect bike model designed for spas, hotels
and water parks that want to avoid vandalism.
This model is anchored to the bottom of the
swimming pool and it has a safety system,
which prevents from removing the tube of the
saddle and handlebar of the bike.

Model designed for professional insensitive training,
reinforced main structure, this model is able to be used
by taller people, more than 1,90 meters and more than
90 kg weight. We provide the cycle with water can for
the user hydrate.

Armored stainless gears of large diameter, prepared for
workload and high speed, the only way to achieve a smooth
and comfortable pedaling over time.

This model incorporates a banner with
diﬀerent types of training sessions in diﬀerent
languages (SPANISH-ENGLISH, FRENCHENGLISH), as well as the name of the hotel.

Pedal tested
biologically

Poolbiking Ibiza

Class VI 6.6.1 ISO
10993-5/10/11

Made in France

The first bike that goes to the beach,
adding the benefts of seawater. A luxury
of sensations available to all. Bicycle for
exclusive use on the beach. It includes
special wheels for easy transport and
support platforms for the sand. It has the
basic features of the VERACRUZ model
for professional use.

Poolbiking Core
Poolbiking Tenerife
It’s the new bike of POOLBIKING, specially
conceived for resort hotels. It is a solid bike, easy
to use, lightweight and silent transportation,
prepared specifcally for seawater. It incorporates
an advertising plate or front banner that allows
the hotel’s advertising while being visible in all
the photos or videos that customers make while
the ftness activity takes place. We incorporate an
ultra noiseless wheel to let its ease transportation
without disturb customers that are sunbathing at
swimming pool.
Design and comfort, made in Barcelona.

The water ftness revolution on a single
machine. We joined CORE work, cardio
and leg muscles strengthening.
POOLBIKING CORE exercise improves
directly the body posture, it supports the
lumbar zone, the body balance and it
corrects bad posture produced by daily
activities

Pedal tested
biologically

Class VI 6.6.1 ISO
10993-5/10/11

Made in France

Poolbiking Orbital

Pooltrekking Acapulco

It’s the first elliptical training device with
variable resistance built for professional
use in pools.

System of blockade that avoids the
habitual balancing of other aquatic
treadmills.

Hydrodynamics and biomechanical
research have allowed the conversion
of water resistance into a continuous
and progressive elliptical workout. The
lack of weight in the water allows a full
and free-of-pressure knees and joints
movement.

The POOLTREKKING ACAPULCO is
designed for intensive use in swimming
pools for group sessions. It can be used
for personal training, professional ftness
in general and rehabilitation. The future
of pool group activities is defnitely moving
towards the use of aquatic treadmills.
This activity is called POOLTREKKING.
Improve your physical condition is
easy as walking.

Pooltrekking Miami

Pooltrekking Medical

Treadmill for professional use,
bandwidth of 400mm, guaranteed
durability and resistance like the rest
of the professional range POOLBIKING
and POOLTREKKING machines.

It’s the frst model designed to walk
and run inside of a swimming pool
for a rehabilitation treatment. The
interchangeable barriers allow placing
them according to the user needs, in
the front or at the sides.

In this model there has been
prioritized the utilization of the space,
simplicity of use and assembly.
It incorporates a manual of training
distributed by priorities, rehabilitation,
loss of weight and running advanced
training.

BY

The multidisciplinary aquatic training platform of high resistance.

Pooljumping

Designed for functional exercises, Pilates, yoga and Tai chí.
The exercises done over the platform force us to maintain the
balance and the stability with an important CORE workout,
improving noticeably the strength and the abdominal resistance.

Aquatic trampoline suitable for
choreographed aerobic exercises inside
the water.

50% stability, 30% strength and 20% resistance.

The aquatic trampoline is an excellent tool
for complement the aqua gym classes,
thank you to the fact that jumping and
having support opens an endless number
of options for doing exercises, since the
most simple and playful until the most
complexes.

Ultra-resistant construction, suitable for indoor and outdoor pools.

POOLJUMPING activates our musculature
in contraction and extension, activating
the whole body without any impact that
can cause injuries.
Exercise and fun for all the ages.

Poolbiking Step
Step manufactured in polypropylene of
high durability. Base with eight suckers of
silicone for a perfect stability. Designed
with holes strategically placed for a quick
emptying and filling of the inside water-air.
Compact size to improve the use of the
space as well as ease the storage.
Made in France.

LENGTH: 200cm WIDTH: 85cm THICKNESS: 15cm



1.76 Kg/cm2 and 15 cm drop stitch core for ultra-stability.



Designed to fit between standard pool lanes (200x85x15cm)



Handles and attachment points for adding accessories.



Capacity of more than 140 Kgs.



Bungee tie downs for personal items.



High pressure hand pump.

TRAINER PLATFORM

It allows hooking until 10
POOLMAT and do the session
to 10 customers.
Manufactured with an exclusive
technology and ultra-reinforced with a
double layer of polymer, sewn to the
insider drop-stitch that gives to the
product a higher durability and
resistance.

Saddles

COMFORT

PRO SOFT

CARBON

Saddle stuffed with high
density gel. Ergonomic
design that enlarges
the surface of support
and optimizes the user’s
comfortability.

Padded saddle with a
soft and round shape.
Provided with a central
anatomic channel that
reduces the pressure
over the delicate tissues.

Saddle manufactured in
carbon fiber that provides
total durability. It is used by
professionals cyclists due to
its biomechanics, adapted
to long hours of use.

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

DURABILITY

DURABILITY

DURABILITY

BIOMECHANICS

BIOMECHANICS

BIOMECHANICS

Supports

SUCKER

SILENTBLOCK

FASTENING

FASTENING

DURABILITY

DURABILITY
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